I.. INTRODUCTION {#s1}
================

The ionization of molecules with intense laser pulses typically results in the vibrational and electronic excitation of the molecule. Upon ionization, the molecular structure and the corresponding chemical properties can change drastically, e.g., due to proton migration,[@c1] dissociation,[@c2] or even selective bond-breaking.[@c3] To temporally resolve the resultant vibrational motion, Coulomb explosion imaging (CEI) can be applied to reveal the underlying nuclear dynamics.

The ionization process itself can also be investigated by the CEI method. The enhanced ionization (EI) process is known to alter the ionization probability of molecules at an inter-nuclear distance of around twice the equilibrium bond length.[@c4] The process of double ionization via EI can be understood for the diatomic case as follows (see Fig. [1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}):[@c4] First, a diatomic potential well, with an inter-nuclear distance of *r* being the equilibrium distance *R*~eq~, is tilted by a strong laser field such that an electron can tunnel through the outer barrier into the continuum, cf., Fig. [1(a)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. Upon nuclear motion induced by the first ionization, the inter-nuclear distance increases, while an inner barrier between both nuclei emerges. At a critical distance *R*~c~, the (inner) barrier towards electron tunneling becomes smaller than the outer barrier, considerably enhancing the rate for double ionization (enhanced ionization), cf., Fig. [1(b)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. When the inter-nuclear distance increases further, the inner barrier becomes larger and enhanced ionization ceases, cf., Fig. [1(c)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. This simple picture, while illustrative, may be incomplete for the case of polyatomic molecules where multiple bonds are present. In the case of acetylene, both the CC-bond (depicted in Fig. [1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) and the CH-bonds can elongate as a result of the first ionization step, providing a multi-dimensional landscape for enhanced ionization.

![Schematic representation of enhanced ionization: Molecular potentials (black solid lines), which are dressed by the laser field (E, black dashed lines), for different interatomic separations: (a) at the equilibrium distance *R*~eq~, (b) at a critical distance *R*~c~, and (c) at even larger separations *R* \> *R*~c~. Electrons are depicted as green points with arrows indicating tunnel ionization through the barriers. Below each panel, as an example, enhanced ionization with respect to the CC-bond in acetylene is depicted with carbon (grey) and hydrogen (red) atoms.](SDTYAE-000005-044302_1-g001){#f1}

In 1995, Zuo and Bandrauk[@c6] theoretically predicted enhanced ionization in H~2~^+^ ions for a charge resonance between two strongly coupled states. As this process depends on the inter-nuclear distance, which may change following the first laser-molecule interaction, its temporal evolution is of particular interest. Ergler *et al.* performed first time-resolved pump-probe measurements on hydrogen,[@c7] followed by more extensive work on H~2~ (Refs. [@c8] and [@c9]) and on D~2~.[@c10] Another method of probing EI is to change the pulse duration[@c11] or the polarization of the laser[@c14] and thereby investigate the role of EI on the ionization probability. Wu *et al.* verified that in the process of EI the potentially high-lying nucleus is ionized using circularly polarized pulses.[@c4] Theoretical calculations were able to reproduce EI both in simple hydrogen[@c15] and in more complex acetylene[@c16] showing the importance of two or more interacting states where charge-resonance enhanced ionization (CREI) can occur.

Experimental investigations on enhanced ionization of polyatomic molecules are still scarce. Roither *et al.* found that various hydrocarbons can efficiently be ionized (up to charge states of +12) via enhanced ionization.[@c18] This enhancement process is mediated by the stretching motions of the CH-bonds and occurs at bond lengths, which are about twice as large as the equilibrium value.[@c18] Recently, Erattupuzha *et al.* found that CREI in acetylene originates not only from coupling of two states but rather due to an energy upshift and field coupling of multiple orbitals.[@c20] Following this argument, EI in complex molecules such as acetylene is not limited to a single critical inter-nuclear distance but can include a broader range of inter-nuclear distances, which are possibly assumed during a longer time interval during molecular motion initiated by, e.g., the ionization of the neutral molecule.

In previous pump probe experiments, light-induced vibrational motion in neutral systems and molecular ions was imaged by time-dependent ionization spectroscopy. These experiments were predominantly performed for rather simple diatomic systems (see, e.g., Refs. [@c21]), but also for more complex molecules including small hydrocarbons.[@c24]

In this work, strong-field ionization induced by the pump-pulse prepares a wave packet in cationic or dicationic states of acetylene. The motion of this wave packet is detected by a second ionization via the probe pulse. Our study allows us to investigate both enhanced ionization as well as vibrational motion in charged states of acetylene within the same time-resolved experiments. The joint experimental and theoretical work provides insight into the nuclear dynamics in bound and dissociating molecules.

II.. METHODS {#s2}
============

A.. Experimental methods {#s2A}
------------------------

In our time-resolved experiments, a femtosecond pump-probe setup was utilized, as described in Ref. [@c28]. In brief, a few-cycle laser pulse with \<5 fs pulse duration was split into two pulses in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The temporal delay between both pulses was adjusted by a linear nm-resolution translation stage in one arm of the interferometer. The delay was continuously swept between 0 fs and 120 fs, with one complete scan taking around 5 min, whereas the total scan duration was about 12 h with average count rates around 5 kHz. By analyzing the individual short-term scans, long-term drifts in the delay could be identified and compensated. The pulse duration of the individual arms was measured independently by a frequency-resolved optical-gating technique (FROG) behind the interferometer.[@c29] Additional laser parameters such as spectrum, power, and focal spot size were recorded before and after the scan to ensure similar conditions throughout the measurement. Both laser pulses were subsequently intersected with neutral acetylene molecules in the jet of a reaction microscope (REMI). The REMI provides the 3D momentum distributions of all charged particles resulting from the laser-molecule interaction. In our experiments, we focused on measurements of emitted fragment ions, with a momentum resolution of the order of 0.1 a.u. for the present experimental conditions. The detection of coincident fragment ions from the dissociation of the molecule induced by both pulses is used to separate fragmentation channels. Each few-cycle pulse had an intensity of around 5 $\times$ 10^14^ W cm^−2^, permitting single or double ionization of acetylene by a single pulse. The pulse intensities were calculated from the pulse energies, pulse durations, and focus size. They have an uncertainty of about 20%.

B.. Computational details {#s2B}
-------------------------

The time-dependent ionization processes were calculated using a combination of non-adiabatic on-the-fly simulations and *ab initio* calculations of ionization rates. For all this, the Complete Active Space Self-Consistent Field method (CASSCF)[@c30] was employed. The active space provided for the static electron correlation was adapted to the number of the valence electrons consisting of 10 molecular orbitals and the according electrons except for the 1s-core electrons of the carbon atoms, following Refs. [@c31] and [@c32]. The calculations were performed using the program package MOLPRO 2012 (Refs. [@c33] and [@c34]) with the 6--311++G\*\* basis set.[@c35] For the non-adiabatic on-the-fly simulations, we used a modified version of Newton-X,[@c38] which supports the usage of MOLPRO 2012.

Sets of, respectively, 100 trajectories were propagated in the ground state of the acetylene cation (X^2^Π~u~) and the first dissociative state of the dication (A^3^Π~u~), both starting from a Wigner distribution around the ground-state equilibrium geometry. The propagation time for the A^3^Π~u~ state was 100 fs and for the X^2^Π~u~ state was 200 fs, both with a step size of 0.25 fs. For 20 typical trajectories, the ionization probability (hereafter called rate) was calculated with the ansatz described in Refs. [@c41] and [@c42]. In this ansatz, a quantum chemical calculation for a given molecular geometry with and without a static electric field is performed. Based on the obtained two electronic densities, the tunneling rate can be extracted. For acetylene, the highest three occupied orbitals are included to build up the electronic densities. In the current work, an angular dependence for the ionization was not included. The methodology is benchmarked against the more rigorous time-dependent resolution in ionic states (TD-RIS) approach,[@c43] see [Appendix A](#app1){ref-type="app"}. Additionally, 60 trajectories with 200 fs propagation time were calculated in the A^2^Σ~g~^+^ state of the cation, see [Appendix B](#app2){ref-type="app"}.

III.. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION {#s3}
============================

In our analysis, we focus on two scenarios for the pump-probe experiment that are displayed in Fig. [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. In the first scenario, the pump pulse populates the bound ground state of the acetylene cation, where the wavepacket starts to oscillate, see Fig. [2(a)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. The wavepacket dynamics is probed by further dissociative ionization with the probe pulse. Here, the deprotonation (C~2~H~2~^2+^ → H^+^ + C~2~H^+^) and isomerization (C~2~H~2~^2+^ → C^+^ + CH~2~^+^) are two product channels that are observed after dissociative double ionization. In the second scenario, the pump pulse directly populates a dissociative dication state \[e.g., the first excited state as displayed in Fig. [2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\]. Previous work indicated that at similar laser intensities, this process was facilitated by recollisional ionization/excitation after single ionization.[@c47] The probe pulse enables further ionization, including \[as shown in Fig. [2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\] the generation of the dissociative quadruply charged molecule, which fragments by Coulomb explosion. In our studies, we focus on the observation of fragments from the quadruply charged instead of a triple charged molecule, since it enables a better probe for the dissociative dynamics on the dication excited state due to its steeper potential and hence stronger energy difference as a function of bond length.

![Potential energy curves for various states in neutral and various charged states of acetylene as a function of CH-bond length. In scenario (a), the pump pulse ionizes the molecule into a bound cation state and a subsequent probe pulse populates a dissociative dication state (here the first excited state of the dication). In scenario (b), the pump pulse directly populates the dissociative dication state, and the probe pulse induces fragmentation from a quadruply charged molecular state.](SDTYAE-000005-044302_1-g002){#f2}

A.. Nuclear dynamics in bound electronic states of the cation {#s3A}
-------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the temporal evolution of the nuclear motion in the bound states of the cation created by the pump pulse, we analyzed the kinetic energy release (KER) of the ionic fragments created by the probe pulse as a function of the delay between both laser pulses.

In Fig. [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, the ionization yield is depicted as a function of KER and delay for the deprotonation channel \[Fig. [3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\] and the isomerization channel \[Fig. [3(c)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\]. Since the probe step populates a dissociative dication potential \[cf., Fig. [2(a)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\], the KER is an indicator of the bond length in the cation, where a short bond length results in a higher KER and vice versa. As visible in Figs. [3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and [3(c)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, the KER remains rather constant over time, which is a strong indication of nuclear dynamics in bound electronic states of the cation. As already discussed in Refs. [@c48] and [@c49], the observed KER signals suggest that the deprotonation and the isomerization processes take place in dicationic states of acetylene.

![Ionization yield of (a) the deprotonation and (c) isomerization channel as a function of the kinetic energy release (KER) and the delay between pump and probe pulse. (b) and (d) The KER-integrated signal as a function of delay.](SDTYAE-000005-044302_1-g003){#f3}

The overall temporal evolution of the ionization yield is similar within both investigated channels and a considerable modulation is observed, compare Figs. [3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and [3(d)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. The oscillations reflect the dynamics in the intermediately populated bound electronic states of the cation. This is supported by the fact that the observed vibrational periods are the same within the experimental error. An oscillation period of 25.5 ± 0.5 fs is found in the deprotonation channel and of 26.7 ± 0.9 fs in the isomerization channel. The dynamics in the intermediate states of the cation is convoluted with the transition probability to the dication states in the probe step. The TD-RIS calculations allow for the resolution of single state contributions to the total ionization yield. These results show that the states populated with the largest amplitude (from ionization of acetylenic structures) are the lowest lying bound states (X^3^Σ~g~^−^ and ^1^Δ~g~) in the dication, while higher lying states that lead to either CC or CH-bond breaking contribute very little to the total yield (see [Appendix A](#app1){ref-type="app"}). The subsequent isomerization and/or fragmentation leading to the experimentally observed products might be induced by coupling to dissociative states, like the A^3^Π~u~ state. The coupling could be realized by populating highly excited vibronic bound states directly during the ionization or by mixing these states due to interaction with the remaining probe laser field.

To explain the observed periods in the ionization yields, the nuclear dynamics in the ground state of the acetylene cation (X^2^Π~u~) were simulated. The theoretical results for the dynamics of the acetylene cation are summarized in Fig. [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}.

![(a) Simulated temporal dynamics of the CC bond in the ground state of the acetylene cation shown in blue for all trajectories and in red for the averaged value. (b) The temporal evolution of both CH bonds in the ground state of the acetylene cation displayed in blue and green for the left and right CH bond, respectively, for all trajectories, and in red for the averaged values. (c) Calculated time-dependent averaged ionization rate of 20 exemplary trajectories propagating in the ground state of the acetylene cation.](SDTYAE-000005-044302_1-g004){#f4}

All bonds in the acetylene cation show clear oscillation dynamics, see Figs. [4(a)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} and [4(b)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. The CC bond length varies between 1.1 Å and 1.5 Å (equilibrium distance around 1.2 Å), while the length of both CH bonds varies between 0.9 Å and 1.6 Å (equilibrium 1.06 Å). The averaged CC-bond has a vibrational period of about 20 fs, while both CH-bonds oscillate with 15 fs. The averaged CH bonds are moving nearly in phase, observable by the almost perfect overlap of both red solid lines in Fig. [4(b)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}.

The average ionization rate was calculated for 20 exemplary trajectories, see Fig. [4(c)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. A clear periodic modulation of the ionization rate was observed with a period of around 23 fs. The combined motion of the CC- and both CH-bonds induces the observed periodic change of the ionization rate. Comparing the averaged values of r~CH~ and r~CC~ around the peaks of the ionization rate, an anticyclic behavior can be seen: Either the CH bonds are or the CC bond is elongated, while the other bond-type is shortened. In total, the modulation of the ionization rate is dominantly determined by the symmetric CC-stretching normal mode involving motions of all four atoms.

Compared to the experimental results \[see Figs. [3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and [3(d)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\], the simulated ionization rate for the ground state of the cation is in qualitatively good agreement. The vibrational period of around 23 fs is slightly shorter than the experimental one with 25 fs. A reason might be that the simulation for the ionization process focuses on the non-reactive ground state, the X^2^Π~u~ state, in which the π-bond is weakened. This is a simplification as likely not only the ground state is populated but rather also a multitude of states in the cation. We neglect the situation for which the ionization weakens the σ-bond, for example, the A^2^Σ~g~^+^ state. To estimate its possible influence, dynamic simulations for the excited A^2^Σ~g~^+^ state were performed. In this state, the oscillation period of the CC stretching motion changes due to the isomerization process. Its period varies between 22 and 25 fs within the first 100 fs (see temporal evolution of the CC bond in [Appendix B](#app2){ref-type="app"}). Contribution from this state might explain the slightly longer periods in the experiment. In addition, also the underlying CASSCF methodology overestimates slightly the steepness of the potential energy curve leading to a faster oscillation.

The simulations show that the vibrational motion in the bound ground state of the cation leads to periodic enhancement of subsequent ionization, which experimentally manifests in the periodic yield modulation. These results are in accordance with the experiments performed on hydrogen[@c50] and deuterium.[@c22]

B.. Enhanced ionization in dissociating electronic states of the dication {#s3B}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Enhanced ionization for dissociating molecules is observed in the second scenario, where initially a dissociative state of the dication is populated by the pump pulse. The temporal evolution of this wavepacket is then followed by further ionization through the probe pulse. Here, we inspected the four-fold coincidence channel C~2~H~2~^4+^ → H^+^ + C^+^ + C^+^ + H^+^ that results from interaction with both pulses.

In Fig. [5(a)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, the ionization yield of the four-fold coincidences from this channel is shown as a function of KER and delay between pump and probe pulses. The area with red dashed lines corresponds to measured signal from dissociating molecules. The one-dimensional representation depicted in Fig. [5(b)](#f5){ref-type="fig"} shows the integrated signal (red) and average KER (black) for dissociating molecules.

![(a) Ionization yield of the four-fold coincidence as a function of KER and delay. (b) The one-dimensional plot represents the normalized KER-integrated signal including all counts within the dissociative area (red line) and the average KER of the dissociative events as a function of the delay (black line). To select dissociative molecules, only events within the red dashed lines are considered.](SDTYAE-000005-044302_1-g005){#f5}

The average KER is decreasing with the delay time from about 45 eV to 22 eV. Compared to Fig. [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, almost no delay independent KER contribution was detected, which indicates that all molecules detected in this channel undergo dissociation in the intermediate state, and furthermore that the pulse intensities are sufficiently low to suppress background from a single pulse.

Regarding the temporal evolution, we can also conclude that the applied pulses are short enough to separate the maximal yields at the temporal overlap and the subsequent peak starting at 10 fs. Previous time-resolved measurements on EI suffered from interferences of 2.7 fs period created by pre- and post-pulses.[@c7] Here, however, the experimental data are not influenced by any interference due to a very clean temporal profile. As the maximum yield at the temporal overlap is not due to an enhanced ionization effect but rather stems from the increased intensity of both pulses together, this effect is not captured by the simulations.

With respect to the ionization yield in Fig. [5(a)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, we could observe a clear indication of enhanced ionization in acetylene. Comparing to the previous measurements performed on H~2~ (Refs. [@c7]) and D~2~,[@c10] the temporal evolution of acetylene shows very similar behavior, i.e., a maximum in the ionization yield within the signal of the dissociating molecules, indicating enhanced ionization of dissociating molecules. Around the temporal overlap, a strong signal is detected, which decreases with time. After a few fs, the ionization yield increases from about 10 fs to 40 fs. For longer delays above 40 fs, the ionization yield is decreasing again.

For a better understanding of the observed enhanced ionization process, the nuclear dynamics in the first dissociative state of the acetylene dication (A^3^Π~u~) were simulated. The theoretical results are summarized in Fig. [6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}.

![(a) The temporal evolution of the breaking CH bond in the first dissociative state of the acetylene dication shown in blue for all trajectories and in red for the averaged value. (b) The dynamics of the remaining CH bond (green) and the CC bond (blue) in the first dissociative state of the acetylene dication displayed for all trajectories and in red for the averaged values. (c) Calculated time-dependent KER and ionization rate of 20 exemplary trajectories propagating in first dissociative state of the acetylene dication.](SDTYAE-000005-044302_1-g006){#f6}

The temporal evolutions of all bond lengths in the dication of acetylene are displayed in Figs. [6(a)](#f6){ref-type="fig"} and [6(b)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. All 100 trajectories show deprotonation on the timescale of a few femtoseconds (\<60 fs). On average, the leaving proton is around 2 Å away from the remaining C~2~H^+^ fragment after around 10 fs. In this fragment, an oscillation of the remaining bonds is observed. The CC bond has a period of around 20 fs and the CH bond of around 10 fs.

The averaged time-dependent KER and ionization rate of 20 exemplary trajectories are displayed in Fig. [6(c)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. The average KER is decreasing from about 45 eV to 22 eV within the first 60 fs. The ionization rate increases beginning from about 10 fs to 30 fs. For simulation times longer than 30 fs, the ionization yield is decreasing again. An enhanced ionization rate along the CH-bond occurs at the critical CH-bond length of around 2.0 Å after 10 fs, which corresponds well to the experimentally observed starting position of the yield enhancement. Compared to the simulations, the experimentally observed peak in EI is broader, which may be due to the used CASSCF method, which overestimates the steepness of the potential energy curve in the dication state leading to a faster nuclear motion. Similar to the simulations in the cation, another reason might be that the simulation includes only one single intermediate state. This is a simplification, since in reality several dissociative states with different potential energy surfaces may be populated. As the time to reach the critical bond distance can vary for each state, the peak becomes broader.

In order to get more insight into the EI process, also the three-fold coincidence channels C~2~H~2~^3+^ → H^+^ + C^+^ + CH^+^ and C~2~H~2~^3+^ → H^+^ + H^+^ + CC^+^ are investigated with respect to signs of enhanced ionization.

In Figs. [7(a)](#f7){ref-type="fig"} and [7(c)](#f7){ref-type="fig"}, the ionization yield is depicted as a function of the delay for both three-fold coincidence channels. Similar to the four-fold coincidence channel, most of the molecules dissociate. These dissociating molecules are selected by the red marked filter and further analyzed in (b) and (d) with respect to their relative counts and average KER. In Fig. [7(b)](#f7){ref-type="fig"}, a peak in the ionization yield is observed in between 10 and 40 fs. In comparison to the four-fold coincidence channel, here, the peak can be attributed to a pure CH-bond elongation. This suggests that also the EI peak seen in Fig. [5(b)](#f5){ref-type="fig"} originates from CH-bond stretching.

![Ionization yield as a function of KER and delay of the coincidence channels C~2~H~2~^3+^ → H^+^ + H^+^ + CC^+^ and C~2~H~2~^3+^ → H^+^ + C^+^ + CH^+^ in (a) and (c), respectively. The one-dimensional plot in (b) and (d) represents the normalized KER-integrated signal including all counts within the dissociative area (red lines) and the average KER of the dissociative events \[areas in between red dashed lines in (a) and (c)\] as a function of the delay (black lines).](SDTYAE-000005-044302_1-g007){#f7}

In Fig. [7(d)](#f7){ref-type="fig"}, a small peak around 30 fs is observed, which fits well to the previous observations of enhanced ionization. Regarding the temporal evolution of average KER, it becomes obvious that the C~2~H~2~^3+^ → H^+^ + H^+^ + CC^+^ channel dissociates faster than the C~2~H~2~^3+^ → H^+^ + C^+^ + CH^+^ channel. Both observations can be explained by the fact that in the C~2~H~2~^3+^ → H^+^ + C^+^ + CH^+^ channel, not only the CH-bond but also the CC-bond is elongated. Thus, the temporal evolution of the dissociation process and therefore also the enhanced ionization is washed out and hence is not as well visible as in the C~2~H~2~^3+^ → H^+^ + H^+^ + CC^+^ channel.

IV.. SUMMARY {#s4}
============

A nuclear wavepacket in the acetylene cation was temporally resolved via a pump-probe experiment. The pump pulse can either initiate a vibrational motion in the cation, which is observed in two different two-fold coincidence channels or it excites the molecule to a repulsive state leading to dissociation. The underlying processes were explained with the help of dynamic simulations and *ab-initio* calculations.

In the case of the bound cations, vibrational wave-packet motion could be imaged via the periodic modulation of the ionization rate. Periods of 25.5 ± 0.5 fs for the deprotonation channel and 26.7 ± 0.9 fs for the isomerization channel were extracted. The simulations of the ionization rate indicate that the observed modulation is dominantly determined by the symmetric CC-stretching normal mode in the ground state of the cation. Contributions from higher lying bound states in the cation are possible. We observe that the ionization rate is enhanced for elongated CC- and CH-bonds. For the dissociating acetylene dication, the process of enhanced ionization was measured experimentally via three- and four-fold coincidence channels to occur between 10 fs and 40 fs. In contrast to the bound cation state, the enhanced ionization can be clearly attributed to the deprotonation coordinate of acetylene. An enhanced ionization rate along the CH-bond occurs at the critical bond distance of 2.0 Å after 10 fs, which corresponds well to the experiment.

We have shown that reaction microscopy is a powerful tool for gaining detailed time-dependent information of enhanced ionization and related strong-field phenomena in complex molecules. Combining this information with the results from dynamic simulations and *ab-initio* calculations, the underlying ultrafast processes can be elucidated.
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 {#s5}

1.. Calculated ionization rates {#s5A}
-------------------------------

In the time-dependent resolution in ionic states (TD-RIS) approach, the ionization rates are calculated[@c43] for ionization from acetylene cation to the dicationic singlet and triplet manifold, see Fig. [8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}. The electronic structure for the requisite elements of the simulation (i.e., transition densities, Dyson orbitals) was determined at the MR-CIS (multi-reference configuration interaction with single excitations) level of theory in combination with the augmented triple-zeta basis set (aug-cc-pVTZ), based on a full valence CASSCF reference wave function.[@c45]

![The normalized ionization rates along the CC stretching mode in the cationic ground state (X^2^Π~u~) calculated with the TD-RIS approach. The individual contributions of the first four triplet states (a) and of the first four singlet states (b) are shown.](SDTYAE-000005-044302_1-g008){#f8}

2.. Potential energy curves of acetylene dication {#s5B}
-------------------------------------------------

The potential energy curves for the first four singlet and the first four triplet states of the dication are shown in Fig. [9](#f9){ref-type="fig"}. The potential energy curves are calculated at the aug-cc-pVTZ/MR-CIS (multi-reference configuration interaction with single excitations) level of theory, based on a full valence CASSCF reference wave function.[@c45]

![Potential energy curves along the CC \[(a) and (b)\] and the CH \[(c) and (d)\] bonds for the first four singlet \[(a) and (b)\] and for the first four triplet states \[(c) and (d)\] of the dication of acetylene. All energies are given relative to the ground state (X^2^Π~u~) energy of the cation.](SDTYAE-000005-044302_1-g009){#f9}

3.. Comparison between on-the-fly simulations and TD-RIS {#s5C}
--------------------------------------------------------

The ionization rate along the carbon-carbon (CC) stretching mode in the ground state of the cation (X^2^Π~u~) was calculated using both approaches, i.e.: (a) the non-adiabatic on-the-fly simulations and *ab-initio* calculations of ionization rates (see main text) and (b) TD-RIS. The first method takes into account all ionization pathways simultaneously, while the TD-RIS method distinguishes the pathways into individual states. For TD-RIS approach, only the range between 1.20 and 1.36 Å were calculated, whereas for current used ansatz CC distances from 1 up to 3 Å are evaluated. The normalized results are shown in Fig. [10](#f10){ref-type="fig"}; for comparison we summed over the four main TD-RIS contributions. Qualitatively, we find a good agreement; both methods show the same increase in the ionization rate with CC bond elongation. For CC distances larger than 2 Å, a significant increase in the ionization rate is observed (see inset).

![Normalized ionization rate along the CC stretching mode in the cationic ground state (X^2^Π~u~) for the current ansatz (blue) used and the TD-RIS approach (green). In the inset, the normalized ionization rate for the current ansatz (blue) is extended up to 3.0 Å.](SDTYAE-000005-044302_1-g010){#f10}

Compared to the experimental results, the simulated ionization rate for the ground state of the cation is in qualitatively good agreement. The vibrational period of around 23 fs is, however, slightly shorter than the experimental one with 25 fs. A reason might be that the simulation includes only one intermediate state, which is a simplification as likely not only a single state is populated but rather also a multitude of states. To estimate the possible influence of additionally populated states, dynamic simulations for the excited A^2^Σ~g~^+^ state were performed, see Fig. [11](#f11){ref-type="fig"}. In this state, the oscillation period of the CC stretching motion changes due to the isomerization process. Its period varies between 22 and 25 fs within the first 100 fs. Contribution from this state might explain the slightly longer period observed in the experiment. Additionally, the CASSCF methodology overestimates the steepness of the potential energy curve leading to a faster oscillation.

![Simulated temporal dynamics of the CC bond in the A^2^Σ~g~^+^ state of the acetylene cation, shown in blue for all trajectories and in red for the averaged value.](SDTYAE-000005-044302_1-g011){#f11}
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